The hypnotic repetition of passages between white containers in the refugee camp in Eleonas, in Athens, heightens the temporality experienced by the refugees in the camp -a sense of life in temporary suspension or perpetual deferment. Passage Variations uses eight images taken from a film that documents the passageways in the camp and their variation owed to human inhabitation. The stills are accompanied by a textual collage of immigrants' testimonies, literary excerpts on the subject of migration and some instances in the history of the area as a notional edge of the city. 
En route
They sent us to an olive grove near the sea and asked us to stay there until the morning. At six they brought the boat and told us to get in. We were 70 people, we had 25-26 children on the boat. After ten or fifteen minutes you can't see anything else -sky and water. The sea and the sky, nothing else. 1 Those two infinites, the sea and the sky, were then restored in her eyes again. […] A light wind blew from the stern, wrinkling the waves. The boat was dancing lightly on the liquid pitch. […] And is it up to humans to suffer or not to suffer? […] She was contemplating the sail she had attempted not knowing where she was heading, and was recalling that other wayfaring, the paradoxical, the numinous one. 2 
Arrival
[…] a gravel road called Ploutonos St. As you make your way, you'll come across Orfeos St. These chthonic names have an ambiguous significance here. Life thrives in this area. And at the same time you get the impression of a landscape that has died: you are in the place where the city banishes all its waste, all that is useless and unwanted. 3 We live here, ten Kurdish families. Thirty people. We are Muslims. We don't have water or electricity. Our children don't go to school. We're always afraid because we don't have permits. Some are scavengers, others work in construction sites, another works in a petrol station, some don't have work.
We have good relationships with people, we have no complaints. We have Greek names too, to make things easier. 4 After being humiliated one continues the manuscript of identity. houses along avenues filled, at the time, with the fragrance (you couldn't remember the name) of lindens.
[…]
It's wartime; and if the girls laugh it's because they are holy.
Passage Variations unfolds on Christmas Eve in the refugee camp in Eleonas, in Athens. The experience of walking through the passages formed by the rows of trailers, once internalised, triggers my contemplation on migration through oral testimonies, literary accounts and the history of the area of Eleonas, which has seen other, earlier migrations.
These passages have their own spatial and mental attributes. They are modernlaid out as a grid of outdoor corridors and prefabricated metallic emergency shelters that cater for basic human needs. They are also traditional thresholds, in the sense of connecting private quarters to public spaces: the information desk, the launderette, the plaza, a small football pitch, etc. The camp is of course conceived as a space of tolerance, not segregation. 8 Refugees stay there voluntarily in order to cover their needs of food and shelter, as well as to get help with their paperwork before continuing their travel in Europe. 9 They participate in various gatherings and activities: language or skills classes delivered by volunteers, supervised playgroups for children, physical exercise groups, performances and other communal events on
Saturday evenings under the big tent. As destinations, these sanctioned events can make the movement and transitions in the camp deterministic rather than wilful. And when you deviate from the expected routes, more often than not you end up by the perimeter wall, which looms you back into the grid and exacerbates the feeling of being adrift, which is painfully familiar to the refugees. The images (Figures 1-7 ), which are stills from a film in progress, focus on the hypnotic repetition of containers and passages as a spatial analogue to the temporality experienced by the refugees in the camp: life in a state of brief suspension or perpetual deferment.
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In contrast, the writing follows the more linear and open-ended procedure of a refugee's journey: embarkation, arrival, settling. Each part is rendered through a different voice -contemporary or from the past, speaking in poetry or prose -which fragments the previous story, or at least re-draws the setting. What emerges is an elliptical narrative. The geographical, temporal and cultural distance between the disparate accounts becomes a mental space carved out of the existing histories, memories and literary records -a canvas for contemplation on the entangled present and ubiquity of migration.
The story begins with an inhabitant of the camp, a Syrian refugee, recalling setting out from somewhere on the coast of Turkey, on his journey to Greece. This narrative displacement -speaking of an elsewhere and another time, while being here, today -is a form of mentally resisting or reversing the journey. An anthropologist might understand the journey as a series of places and experiences that conveniently lead to the present. For the refugee the rupture is not complete; its effect is unabating because the present settings and changes are never really experienced as separate from the past. The narration preserves a memory of human frailty set off against the vastness of the natural elements -an image of peril in an unnamed location where sovereign law and power cannot be exercised but their impact is most strongly felt.
In this liminal setting -far from where the political life (bios) takes place, and under conditions with no semblance to ordinary life (zoe) -we can apprehend Agamben's concept of 'bare life' as life exposed to death. The figure of the refugee embodies the homo sacer, included in the modern nation-state only in the form of an exception.
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The Syrian refugee's interview is juxtaposed with an excerpt from a Greek novel about a migrant's journey, which was written almost a century and a half ago and uncannily recounts a similar memory, the moment when the land is no longer discernible and one is left only with the uncertainty of the sea and the sky. This kind of translation -from first-to third-person narration -can be hazardous but Trinh T.
Minh-ha stresses that it can be rewarding too, because both tropes (reality and fantasy) have a role to play in "questioning the limits set on what is known as 'common' and 'ordinary' in daily existence, offering thereby the possibility of an elsewhere-within-here or -there." 12 In this case the landscape does not bode precarity; rather, it assuages the protagonist's musings on the human condition. The 'soft' border of the sea, hardened in autobiographical testimony, is liquefied again by literary form.
We arrive at Eleonas as described by a journalist in the late 1980s. This is the time when two hitherto parallel histories -of work and migration -converge to give Eleonas its distinct character. Small businesses, such as tile-makers, furnaces, bag makers, etc., had existed in Eleonas since the nineteenth century, scattered between the crops and the wild fields. In the early 1920s around 300,000 Greek immigrants from Turkey settled in Athens, most of them in uninhabited or underdeveloped areas around the city with ample space but no community infrastructure to speak of. Meanwhile, following the wars and instability in the Middle East, the refugee camp was set up in 2015. Even though it has offered much needed relief, it has also reinforced the perception of Eleonas as the place in the city where unwanted elements end up.
A year earlier, I had by chance filmed the then empty lot where the refugee camp would be installed. To the east, over a wall covered by a long graffiti, the Athenian Acropolis was discernible in the distance. 14 Perhaps that juxtaposition alone was the reason for filming there, but in my mind its potency has since diminished. Instead, the footage of the only other person around on that morning, an Ethiopian migrant who lived in a dumped trailer at the fringe of a rill, and was putting up a washing line between two trees, has become my reference to that 'before' time. Now I revisit it with the hindsight that in the months that followed many refugees were moved from the Greek islands to this site in Eleonas and Therefore, the technical variation in the stills is kept to a minimum. All passages are photographed in the same manner in order to assert the planned symmetry of this urban settlement and its spatial hierarchy, which begins with the main thoroughfares, continues with the narrower 'corridors' to the back streets, and ends with the personal element: adjustments and interruptions.
The peculiarity of material interventions and human conduct allow a drift from 'bare life' towards the reconstitution of natural life. Agamben used the concentration camp as a paradigm of the abject shattering of natural life by sovereign violence, partly because it is a closed system, in which everydayness is obliterated. 15 In the case of the refugee camp in Eleonas the state has set up a zone where the corporeal exception of the refugee is not fulfilled -after all, one can exit from it at will. The exclusion is real -the wall of the compound confirms that -but not all encompassing, precisely because the everydayness of life not only persists within that border, but it acquires its own vivid detail. Some of these details are not centreof-frame but become noticeable only when the eye begins to explore against the composition. Then there are exchanges witnessed from the distance, like a brief handshake, out of focus. After a while these moments no longer appear mundane, but as part of a quietly unfolding play of human behaviours and concerns.
More voices enter. They are not related to the refugee camp or Eleonas specifically; they speak about migration, Athens (incidentally) and childhood (importantly). These excerpts do not complete the story; rather they acknowledge that the same tale of displacement is perpetually rewritten with new protagonists and circumstances. I think that this is what Li-Young Lee expresses in his poem when he quotes what are presumably sample titles of studies, which approach the problem by renaming it with jargon from various disciplines, and in the process come close to eviscerating it.
Nevertheless, this denotes a departure from the personal element in the first lines of Lee's poem. And so we move on, to the girls in Pasolini's poem, who are the girls of Athens, generically (or perhaps of the poor quarters in Rio, the poem says), 'holy' but unnamed; and to the face of the girl in the refugee camp in Eleonas, which is blurred.
The stakes are raised above individual concerns -the child here embodies the hereditary nature of the problems of assimilation, identity and our attitudes towards the marginal.
